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Reference: qwlt5q04

Date: Monday, November 25, 2019

Type: Human rights violation

Original: English

Consent: I am/we are the alleged victim(s), and I/we give my/our
consent

Related mandates
freedom of opinion and expression
racism
torture
trafficking in persons
privacy

Victims
X

Name:

Type: Individual

Sex: Female

Date of birth: X

Victim is a child (under 18 years of age)? No

Nationality: Denmark

Email:

X

Telephone:

Address:

X

Ethnic, religious, social or other background: Danish and African
descent

Occupation: Master degree in psychology and educational science

X

Affiliation or activity: Other
My parents was well-known members of the Communist Party in
Denmark and therefore blacklisted by the US

Submitted by
Name:

X

Type: Individual

Email:

X

Telephone: X

Address:

X

Disclosure
Does the alleged victim(s) or group/community agree to have their name(s) disclosed in a letter that may be sent to the Government,
or others, such as intergovernmental organisations including United Nations entities, businesses, military or security companies?
Yes
Does the alleged victim(s) agree to have their name(s) appear in a public report to the Human Rights Council?
Yes

Case details
Country where the incident allegedly occured/is occuring/might
occur: Denmark

United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights

District: Global network of organized stalking
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If relevant to your submission, please indicate whether there
are additional country/ies where the incident allegedly
occurred/is occurring/might occur, or otherwise related to the
case submitted France, Germany, Portugal, Sweden, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Please provide a short chronological summary of the incident: what happened; when (date/time); who was involved?
Since 2016 I became aware that I was a victim of organized stalking.
This is an ongoing 24/7 event - involving "covert" surveillance, stalking and harassment primarily done with directed energy weapons, which has put
me in life-threatening situations more than once, that needed immediate medical care and hospitalization, primarily in 2017.
I'm still being harassed daily and often has to seek some form of medical care, as well as I'm exposed to stalking - mainly cyber-stalking.
When it all began back in 2016 - 2017 the physical stalking was also very intense - including being constantly followed, sometimes by 5 - 6 cars of
criminals, when I was driving around to find a safe spot. I quickly learned it is impossible to find safety. That was back in 2017.
The people behind the organized stalking are people I have no affiliation with - and there are many people involved in the stalking. Mostly what I
will identify as right-wing people and other criminals. It is therefore easy to look for racism as a motive, due to my mixed ethnicity - however a
large percentage of the stalkers comes from the Muslim part of the Danish society. The common characteristic binding these people together as a
group is primarily that these people for the most part can be identified as typical criminal people, due to their behavior on appearance. However,
people from other parts of the society also seems to be involved. The organized stalking is therefore also known as community stalking.
These activities has had tremendous consequences for my life. In 2017 I was therefore forced to sell my apartment, due to the life-threatening
directed energy assaults. Between February 2017 and October 2018 I was almost constantly on the run.
My health is declining and I'm unable to do any major physical activities.
It is almost impossible to find a job and when I do, I have evidence, that my job is being contacted anonymously by people launching smearcampaigns against me.
Are there witnesses to the incident? Don't know
Is there evidence or substantiating information concerning the incident? Don't know
Does the alleged victim believe she/he was targeted due to her/his Other status, affiliation or background, Political or other opinion or
beliefs, Race
My families political background within the Communist Party in Denmark, back in the 70s and 80s, is most likely the cause to these crimes
committed against me. However the fact that I'm of mixed ethnicity living in a predominately white society and the fact that these crimes are carried
out for the most parts by criminals and what I will identify as right wing people, race may very well also be part of their motivation - since I have
been addressed with racial comments from some of these people.
Has the incident been reported to the relevant authorities? Yes
Please include details of any complaints filed or any other action taken by the alleged victim(s) or anyone else on their behalf?
Since 2017 I have frequently been in contact with the police. However, due to the nature of the covert crimes committed against me, I have not yet
succeeded receiving any form of help, besides medical care at the hospital.
Especially the directed energy harassment is not a well-known type of crime, but I have also succeeded providing evidence of other incidents such
as a shooting incident.
This incident along with some other evidence of physical harassment was handed over to the police August 18th 2017. I later found out the case
was closed the same day. I filed a complain and was told that the police wasn't able to identify the shooter or car and therefore closed the case,
despite the fact, that I had ask them to check a nearby surveillance camera besides the one I had put up myself.
In 2018 I also reported an incident where somebody had called my work anonymously warning my boss against me and claiming I was insane and then referring my boss to my blog: www.targetedindividualdenmark.com
The police didn't even bother to make a case in that connection, despite the physical evidence.
During 2019 I have been filming a lot of drones around my property at night (they are send up in the air and then, when they are up in the air, the
lights on the drones are turned off - I have filmed these incident numerous times) as well as a fake sex advertisement has been made in my name
during 2019. A couple of weeks ago I also experienced a gun being fired twice at night, right outside my property. I live alone and isolated out on
the country. I therefore went back to the police November 7th 2019 with physical evidence of drones, the fake sex advertisement and anonymous
phone-call to my work back in 2018, but so far haven't heard anything from the police.
I have also written several politicians in Denmark and the Danish Secret Service (PET).
Has the Government taken action to prevent or investigate the incident, punish the perpetrators, or ensure compensation to the
alleged victim(s)? No
Is this case under consideration by any other international or regional body? Don't know
freedom of opinion and expression
Please indicate any views, affiliations, past or present participation in political, social, ethnic or labour group/activity.
I have been doing some thorough research into organized stalking, it's origin and similar operations in the past. During this process I have come to
the firm believe, that these crimes, in my case, goes way back - due to extensive health-issues and similar situations in my past, and therefore must
be related to my family background. I grew up in a family of Communist family members, especially my step grand mother was very famous in
Denmark back in the 70s and 80s. Both my parents (my mother and step father) was blacklisted by the United State due to their political
involvement. Both my parents also died of cancer at an early age, my step father under very suspicious circumstances. Through research I have
learned, that it is a normal procedure to eliminate whole families, that are being considered a political threat. My believe is therefore that these
crimes committed against me are politically motivated.
Please indicate the nature of the medium affected (newspaper, independent radio, etc.), including circulation and frequency of
publication or broadcasting, public performances, etc, as well as the political orientation of the medium, if relevant.
I was heavily targeted during 2017. In 2018 I therefore made a blog: www.targetedindividualdenmark.com - as well as I'm writing a book about
my experiences: Both these activities increases the directed energy attacks affecting both me and my animals in my house.
If the incident involves restrictions on a medium (e.g. censorship, closure of a news organ, banning of a book, etc.); please indicate
the identity of the authority involved (individual and/or ministry and/or department), the legal statute invoked, and steps taken to
seek domestic remedy.
United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
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The targeting also involves cyber-stalking - often I have had my computer hacked, very important files destroyed as well as important emails gets
lost. My phone has been taken over and is owned by an unidentified individual. It is also my believe that I might be ghost banned - since my blog
barely have any visitors despite the fact, that I have very good metadata and search words - and the phenomenon targeted individual, which is the
name of the program I'm in, is a well-known worldwide program, within the targeted individual community and among relevant whistle-blowers.
torture

Please indicate where the person was seized (city, province, etc.) and location at which the torture was carried out, if known.
The targeted individual program contains different procedures - from physical stalking by car or on foot to cyber-stalking, phone tapping - and of
course - electromagnetic harassment preformed with directed energy weapons. These attacks are covert meaning I have no direct visual view of
the perpetrator in action. I am however able to locate from where I'm being beamed/hit with directed energy in many cases by the use of Radio
Frequency detectors as well as the "physical" nature of these attacks - that are very vivid. Often I'm hit from a nearby house, apartment or car,
which is why I moved out on the country in November 2018. However that really haven't stopped the directed energy attacks.
Indication of the forces carrying out the torture.
Due to many, many first-hand experiences with the people behind the organized stalking and their ability to locate themselves in my nearest
surroundings - houses, apartments etc. - and due to the fact, that these crimes seems well integrated in many parts of society (parts of the
population) - it is my believe, that these crimes can only be carried out of some sort of global state-level: Theses crimes are global and cross
boards, no matter what country I visit. The fact that these people have access to highly advanced military equipment also seems to support, that
powerful forces are behind the organized stalking.
Description of the form and methods of torture used abd any injury sustained as a result.
Directed energy weapons comes in many forms - I'm not an expert in these weapons, but can confirm that microwave weapons are often used,
causing extreme body heat, sweating, extreme exhaustion and fatigue. I've also been hospitalized with different severe lung-issues including
pneumonia, low oxygen levels in the blood, unable to breathe, lumps on one lung, lumps on the left side of my chest. I've also been going to the
hospital for many heart-issues including irregular heartbeat, palpitation, slow heat-beat etc. - these problems only occur during the attacks. I have
cognitive issues, memory issues, concentration issues and so many other issues. All occurring under and after an attack, which also involves
reduced vision - in connection to severe microwave attacks/burning of my brain - etc. I'm talking very server, painful attacks having immediate
effects on my health - attacks that might be invisible, but that is about all these energy attacks are. These attacks are very vivid and involves all
sorts of different energy attacks - from microwaves to scalar weapons causing very different and damaging health-effects.
What was believed to be the purpose of the torture?
According to whistle blowers and researchers within the field - organized stalking and the targeted individual program as well as similar programs
in the past: These crimes are committed against dissidents and people being considered disposables - often homeless people, mentally ill people
and single women around the world, who are not able to defend themselves. One main reason for entering the targeted individual program is in that
connection for research: weapon development, weapon-training, medical research etc. Another reason is to get rit of or silence an opponent - for
instance political opponent but also business opponents, whistle-blowers, activists etc.
Was the alleged victim(s) examined by a doctor at any point during or after victim's ordeal? If so, when? Was the examination
performed by a prison or government doctor?
I've been hospitalized many times during 2017 - twice I was hospitalized for a longer period. The doctors where not able to concluded what was
wrong with me and in the end I was given the diagnose - atypical asthma. Nobody could believe, that I was a victim of organized crimes/stalking since we are supposedly living in a democracy with law and order.
Was appropriate treatment received for injuries sustained as a result of the torture?
Yes.
Was the examination performed in a manner which would enable the doctor to detect evidence of injuries sustained as a result of the
torture? Were any medical reports or certificates issued? If so, what did the reports reveal?
Due to the nature of my case no real investigation into my claims has been preformed. I have only received medical care for my symptoms.
trafficking in persons
The Act (What is done): Was there recruitment/ transportation/ transfer/ harbouring or receipt of persons?
The targeted individual program and these covert crimes are also referred to as - human trafficking.
The Means (How it is done): Was there threat or use of force/coercion/ abduction/ fraud/deception/ abuse of power or vulnerability/
giving payments or benefits to a person in control of the victim?
The physical stalking, illegal home break-ins, directed energy assaults and even physical assaults such as gun-shooting - is also used as intimidation.
The Purpose (Why it is done): What was the purpose of exploitation (exploiting the prostitution of others, sexual exploitation, forced
labour, slavery or similar practices, the removal of organs)?
Since the targets are valuable sources in many areas within research: medical research, weapons testing and development, training of personal
within these special field of directed energy weapons, research within telecommunication and wireless technologies and their effect on the human
body etc. - it is my believe, that I've also been seen as a convenient subject for training and testing these weapons.

Perpetrators
Is the identity/occupation of the alleged perpetrator(s) known? Don't know
Were the alleged perpetrators State agents or believed to be State agents? Don't know
If an identification as State agents is not possible, why is it not possible and do you believe that Government authorities or persons
linked to them are responsible for the incident?
Due to two separate incident - one in 2017 and one in 2018 I know for a fact, that at least some people within the police and/or military in
Denmark knows about these covert crimes. The organized stalking involves countless people of whom I am able to identify some of them ,
however these crimes falls under covert operations and are therefore very hard to prove. Over the years I do however believe, I have collected
evidence enough to prove my case and make allegations against specific people.
United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
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Additional information
I'm a member of Targeted Justice a global organization for targeted individuals. I have also been in contact with other targeted individuals, both in
Denmark and abroad, who have been contacting me through my blog: www.targetedindividualdenmark.com
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